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QUESTION 1

Which three tools can deploy metadata to production? (Choose three.) 

A. Change Set from Developer Org 

B. Force.com IDE 

C. Data Loader 

D. Change Set from Sandbox 

E. Metadata API 

Correct Answer: ADE 

 

QUESTION 2

A SSN_c custom field exists on the Candidate_c custom object. The field is used to store each candidate\\'s social
security number and is marked as Unique in the schema definition. 

As part of a data enrichment process, Universal Containers has a CSV file that contains updated data for all candidates
in the system. The file contains each Candidate\\'s social security number as a data point. Universal Containers wants
to upload this information into Salesforce, while ensuring all data rows are correctly mapped to a candidate in the
system. 

Which technique should the developer implement to streamline the data upload? 

A. Update the SSN_c field definition to mark it as an External Id. 

B. Upload the CSV into a custom object related to Candidate_c. 

C. Create a before insert trigger to correctly map the records. 

D. Create a Process Builder on the Candidate_c object to map the records. 

Correct Answer: C  

 

QUESTION 3

A sales manager wants to make sure that whenever an opportunity stage is changed to \\'Closed Won\\', a new case will
be of created for the support team to collect necessary information from the customer. How should a developer
accomplish this? 

A. Create a Process Builder to create the new case. 

B. Set up a validation rule on the Opportunity Stage. 

C. Create a lookup field to the Case object on the opportunity object. 

D. Create a workflow rule to create the new case. 
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Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

Management asked for opportunities to be automatically created for accounts with annual revenue greater than
$1,000,000. A developer created the following trigger on the Account object to satisfy this requirement. 

Users are able to update the account records via the UI and can see an opportunity created for high annual revenue
accounts. However, when the administrator tries to upload a list of 179 accounts using Data Loader, It fails with system. 

Exception errors. 

Which two actions should the developer take to fix the code segment shown above? 

Choose 2 answers 

A. Check if all the required fields for Opportunity are being added on creation. 

B. Use Database.query to query the opportunities. 

C. Move the DML that saves opportunities outside the for loop. 

D. Query for existing opportunities outside the for loop. 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 5

A developer wrote the following two classes: 
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The StatusFetcher class successfully compiled and saved. However, the Calculator class has a compile time error. How
should the developer fix this code? 

A. Change the class declaration for the statusFetcher class to public with inherited sharing. 

B. Make the is Active method in the StatusFetcher class public. 

C. Make the doCalculations method in the Calculation class private. 

D. Change the class declaration for the Calculator class to public with inherited sharing. 

Correct Answer: B 
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